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As your strategic partner in food processing, Hughes Equipment also
is your partner for genuine replacement parts, including husker rolls,
which are on hand. With the fiscal year coming to an end for many
companies, now is the time to replenish all the Perfect Fit Parts by
Hughes you'll need into the coming year.
— Glenn Lewis, Parts & Service Sales Manager
(call me at 608-576-6250 or 920-623-2000)

Genuine Hughes Parts
for Corn Equipment,
Green Bean Equipment
for Corn Equipment

Parts Designed to Keep Your
Operation Running Smoothly
With Perfect Fit Parts By Hughes on hand, you'll reduce your down
time and ensure efficiency in your food processing operations.
We design and machine our parts to the exact specifications of your
Hughes Equipment. That means no worry about proper fit or
smooth function.

No Long Wait Times for Parts
Genuine Hughes replacement parts are readily available with
reasonable lead times - and at competitive pricing. We have
husker rolls on hand and ready to ship. You benefit from reduced
down time and by maintaining your budget.

Precision Parts for Other Brands
We offer a number of wear parts for other brands, as well. Our
expert machinists and metal fabricators can craft replacement parts
for select brands of food processing equipment. Contact us about
your needs.
Contact Glenn Lewis, our parts and service sales manager, to
ensure you have genuine Hughes parts on hand. Call Glenn direct
at 608-576-6250, or through our office at 920-623-2000.

• Husker Rolls
• Cutter Heads & Knives
• Shaft Assemblies
• Spur Gears
• Bearing Brackets
• All Other Parts

for Green Bean Equipment
• Decluster Discs
• Snipper Knives
• Brushes
• Drum Rebuilding
• Knife Enhancement Kits
• Pockets
• Traveler and Thrust Wheels
• Decluster Disc Shafts
• All Other Parts
We provide parts for all our other
machinery — and machinery
made by other manufacturers!

Visit our website to learn more about Hughes.
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Plant Breeding, Market Trends Impacting
Design of Food Processing Equipment
Food processing equipment manufacturers are
increasingly under pressure to alter designs of
machinery to accommodate new varieties of fruits
and vegetables developed through plant breeding.
At the same time, increased consumer demand for
fresh market, organic and ethnic produce is creating
a need for more flexible and smaller versions of
standard food processing equipment, and for

equipment that handles crops more gently and that,
at times, involves more field trash.
Hughes Equipment Company has been following
the trends and accomplishments of plant breeding,
and has released a white paper on the factors
surrounding the issue and the implications for food
processing manufacturers.
Click here to download the report.

Is Your Food Processing Plant
Running at Peak Efficiency?
Our PACIR™ Audit Will Map a Path to Get There
Looking for ways to get your processing facility to peak performance?
Look to the expertise of Hughes Equipment Company, which now offers
PACIR™ – Process Analysis and Continuous Improvement Review.

Completely Confidential
PACIR™ is a new, confidential operational review process that will give
you detailed, action-specific insights on ways to gain operational
efficiencies and get your facility to peak performance.
Based on more than 50 years of working with food processing facilities
around the world, the Hughes PACIR™ team has unmatched expertise
in operational best practices. You’ll benefit from that expertise when
you engage PACIR™ at your processing facility.

Detailed Action Report
All PACIR™ engagements are tailored to a specific facility, so you’ll get a
detailed action report on steps that will bring new efficiencies and
competitiveness to your operation.

What PACIR Covers
•
•
•
•
•

Unloading
Cleaning
Conveying
Processing
Surge Capacity

What PACIR Involves
• Determine Scope of
Operational Analysis
• Sign Confidentiality
Agreement
• Conduct 4- to 6-Hour
On-Site Audit
• Create Initial Report
within 4 Business Days
• Engage Follow-Up
Meeting to Discuss Details
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